EERILY ELEGANT
A wee bit...WICKED!

Deb Strain

EERILY ELEGANT AND OH, SEW SCARY... PUT A SOPHISTICATED SPIN ON THE HAUNTING HOLIDAY WITH SPIDERS AND RAVENS, SKULLS AND SKELETONS IN MIDNIGHT BLACK, BONE WHITE, WICKED GREY AND VINTAGE PUMPKIN. PEN AND INK DRAWINGS MIX WITH SEASONAL TEXT PRINTS TO GIVE A CLASSICALLY CREEPY LOOK TO ANY PROJECT CELEBRATING ALL HALLOW’S EVE.

Order on line 24 hrs. @ modafabrics.com
Eerily Elegant

Deb Strain

REDUCED TO SHOW FULL WOF. BLOCKS MEASURES 11.25"x11.75", LABELS MEASURE 3.5"x7.5" & 3.5"x6"
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Order on line 24 hrs. @ modafabrics.com
EERILY ELEGANT
Deb Strain

CHD 1641/CHD 1641G  BATTY  40” X 16”
PATTERN BY COACH HOUSE DESIGNS

CHD 1642/CHD 1642G  ENTER IF YOU DARE  54” X 63”
PATTERN BY COACH HOUSE DESIGNS

Fall 2017
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GRUNGE
BASICGREY®

• 25 Prints
• AB’s include one panel - 19810-12
• JR’s, LC’s & PPs do not include Panels.
• JR’s, LC’s & PPs include two each of 19811, 19812, 19813, 19816, 19817 & 19815-12 & 14.
• Grunge skus are not included in Assortments or PreVaults.

25 Prints
• 100% Premium Cotton
• Order online 24 hrs. @ modafabrics.com

Fall 2017